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Abstract—In this Innovative Practice Full paper, we will be
presenting an instruction-based web-platform that allows instructors to create programmable text- and media-based interactive
and personalized mini-lessons.
The contribution presented in this paper is twofold. First,
we provide a flexible and freely-accessible system that allows
instructors to effectively create mini-lessons by defining a set of
lesson elements, along with the order in which they should appear
to students. The second primary contribution is the introduction
of a novel personalization component that integrates with our
system; this component allows instructors to create lessons that
exhibit a “conditional flow”, meaning that the order in which
lesson elements are presented to students will be guided by
some data-driven conditions evaluated using answers provided
by students.
Each mini-lesson is comprised of an ordered set of lesson
elements. There are four types of lesson elements: the first type
is referred to as “information”, which can be a paragraph of
text, an image, or an audio (or video) segment. The second
type of element is a “multiple choice question”, which can
be either created on-the-fly along with the lesson creation, or
randomly selected from a pool of pre-defined questions. The third
and fourth types are “label” elements, which serve as location
markers in the lesson to which we could branch to, and “jump”
components, which can be used to initiate these branches. The
flow of these elements are generally sequential; however, the
student answers to questions can also be used to affect the flow of
these elements, resulting in personalized, student-specific learning
paths. At every “question” element, instructors have the ability to
define a different branch (or jump) for every possible answer; for
example, if one of the answers to a particular “question” element
implies a misunderstanding of a topic, then the instructor may
specify a branch that will alter the flow of elements’ execution
such that the next displayed element (or set of elements) are
meant to reinforce that topic.
We tested our system using several mini-lessons covering
various topics, and we collected data from students regarding
their learning experience. The data collected was analyzed and
the findings presented in this paper show positive results.
Index Terms—personalized learning, e-learning, lesson creation, data-driven

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper we present an interactive online learning platform built with Django, an open source web framework written
in Python. This platform offers a novel lesson format to the elearning environment that delivers personalization and student
engagement through a simple system of instructor-designed

lesson flows that vary depending on individual student input.
Instructors have at their disposal a toolkit of various types of
components, the core building blocks of any lesson, that they
can quickly and easily create and organize into full lessons
of their own creative design. This toolkit leaves it up to the
imagination of the instructor to determine how many different
paths a lesson can take depending on student input, and
whether those paths are only slightly or significantly different
from each other. Once published, a lesson presents each
student with a lively, feedback-dependent, conversation-like
stream of information, questions and answers that may become
more and more specific to that student with each answer
they provide. Our platform collects submitted answers and
offers instructors a reporting dashboard for analyzing various
metrics related to student understanding of lesson material.
While still in development, the platform has been deployed
in two Spring 2020 sections of an “Introduction to Computer
Organization and Assembly Language Programming” course
and continues to grow in its capacity for personalized learning.
II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we will start by introducing the building
blocks of our platform: the lesson components (Subsection
A). Then, we will describe how these building blocks can
be linked and arranged to construct lessons with any desired
behavior (Subsections B and C). Finally, we will introduce the
reporting and analysis functionality available to anyone who
creates a lesson using our platform (Subsection D).
A. Lesson Components
Each lesson is comprised of a set of ordered lesson
components; these components can be easily added and
re-arranged (through a simple drag-and-drop interface) by
instructors to match their desired lesson flow and behavior.
We created four types of components that instructors can
use as building blocks to construct flexible and customizable
personalized lessons. Next, we provide a brief explanation of
each of these four components.
Information Components. The purpose of these components is to present text- and media-based segments of
information to the student. Each component can be displayed

Fig. 2: Example of student view of information components
Fig. 1: Example of instructor view of information components

via animation (letter by letter) or all at once. In addition
to providing instructors with the ability to customize the
general appearance of these components such as font size, font
family, and animation speed, we also allow them to decide
whether each of these components is a blocking component
or not. Similar to a blocking statement in programming, a
blocking component will block the execution of the lesson
(i.e. halt displaying of components), and wait for the student
to click on a “continue” button. Figure 1 shows a screenshot
of the instructor view for a section of a lesson that only
contains “information components”, while Figure 2 shows
the student view of that lesson section. The content of these
“continue” buttons is pulled from a pre-populated set of labels,
which can also be modified by the instructor. The purpose of
introducing this blocking feature is two-fold; first, it allows
students to move through the lesson at their own pace and
without being overwhelmed with information, and secondly, it
introduces a way of keeping the student engaged by requesting
a confirmation action at short intervals in the form of a click
(similar to how streaming platforms ask if you’re still there so
the content doesn’t leave you behind).
Our platform also allows instructors to write HTML code
in these information components, which will be parsed by the
browser when the lesson is being displayed to the student;
as a result, the platform provides flexibility for the type (and
visual style) of the content to be displayed. Examples of types
and visual styles that have been used in our lessons include
subscripts and superscripts, links, colored and underlined
portions of text (to emphasize terms), images, and audio files.
Multiple Choice Question Components. As the name
implies, these components are used to present a multiplechoice question to the student, followed by a set of answers to
choose from. Instructors can provide any number of answers,
and our platform will display these answers in a visually ap-

(a) Student view when left answer is clicked

(b) Student view when right answer is clicked

Fig. 3: Multiple-choice example to increase engagement (student view)

propriate format accordingly. As will be mentioned in the next
subsection, instructors can also nest other components inside
each answer to provide a personalized experience depending
on the students’ answers. It is worth mentioning here that although we anticipate most instructors to use “Multiple Choice
Question” components for assessment purposes (by providing
a legitimate question to test students’ understanding), some
may use these questions as an opportunity to increase the
students’ engagement and attention level by incorporating an
element of humor; it has been shown in [1] that this can have a
positive effect on student learning. Figure 3 shows an example
of the latter use.
In a later subsection, we will present the reporting dashboard that our platform provides for instructors, which can

Fig. 4: Multiple-choice example to increase engagement (instructor view)
be used to display summaries of previous student attempts.
The answers to these multiple-choice question components
are particularly important to the reporting functionality of our
platform. Because some of the lesson questions may be used
only for engaging the student and not for actual assessment,
we allow instructors to easily specify the questions that should
be ignored when generating the final report. Figure 4 shows
a screenshot of the instructor’s view for the multiple-choice
question component that was used to generate the student’s
view in Figure 3. Other options that instructors can specify
include whether to shuffle the set of answers or not, and
marking the correct answer (which will also be used in
generating the lesson report).
In addition to allowing instructors to construct their own
multiple-choice questions while creating their lessons, we also
allow instructors to define pools of predefined questions that
the platform can randomly choose from. This is particularly
useful when the desired behavior of the instructor is to loop
through a section of the lesson that contains one (or more)
of these random multiple-choice question components. We
will provide an example in the following subsection that
uses this type of question along with the “jump” and “label”
components introduced next.
Jump and Label Components. We have decided to combine the “jump” and “label” components together since they
function in conjunction with one another. Label components
are used to mark a location in the lesson to which we will be

Fig. 5: Lesson section that allows students to keep requesting
questions from a pre-generated pool

jumping, and a jump component will simply use a pre-created
label to change the flow of the lesson and start the execution
from the location of that label.
Figure 5 shows the instructor view for a lesson that will
keep prompting students with an additional question for as
long as they keep requesting. Figure 6 shows the student view
for that lesson for a student that was asked two questions from
the same pool upon their request.
B. Lesson Creation
The interface for creating lessons allows instructors to
add components, change properties of components, delete
components, and through the use of an intuitive drag-and-drop
interface, easily change the order of lesson components, and
thus the flow of the lesson. In our platform, we adopted an
indentation-based component layout that provides clear visual
clues as to how these components will be displayed to the
student, and in which order.
For example, by glancing at Figure 5, we can quickly notice
the following:

– prompt the student with “I’m on it”, then jump back
to right before the “Random Question” component
to repeat the segment and ask another question, or
– prompt the student with “Taking baby steps is the
key to success, and well-done!”, followed by what
appears after the “Random Question” component.
Based on the set of components presented in the previous
subsection and the example provided above, one should notice
that instructors are able to create lessons that exhibit the
three types of operation flows necessary to create any desired
behavior. These three types of operations are sequential,
conditional, and iterative; for example, “information”
components that have the same level of indentation will be
presented sequentially, “multiple choice questions” introduce
a conditional behavior, and the “jump and label” components
can be used to introduce an iterative flow. These three types
of operations resemble the three necessary flows possible in
a programming language (top-to-bottom code execution, if
statements, and loops). This deliberate decision was made
to provide instructors with enough flexibility to create any
desired lesson flow.
C. Component Nesting and Personalization
So far, we have presented a few examples that demonstrate
how components can be nested within each other, but we have
not provided an elaborate discussion on the motivation and
significance of nesting components, which we will attempt to
do in this subsection.

Fig. 6: Student requesting to be asked two questions about the
same topic (and from the same question pool)
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The information component (“Now that we’ve...”) will
be displayed first, followed by the creation of a label
(nothing will be displayed to the student for a label;
it’s purely a marker for the system), then prompting the
student with a question pulled from the pool of questions:
“2’s Comp to Decimal”. Notice here that these three
components exhibit the same level of indentation, and
therefore they will run sequentially (from top to bottom).
The “Another question?” question will only be displayed
after the student answers the random question from the
pool, since all questions are blocking components by
default and they will wait for the student to provide an
answer.
Once the student answers the random question from the
pool, the “Another question?” question will be asked to
determine whether we should prompt the student with
another random question or not. Based on the answer to
that question, we will either:

It should be clear that not all component types can (or
should be allowed to) contain other components; for example,
and for obvious reasons, an “information” component cannot
contain other components. A “question” component on the
other hand must contain “answer” sub-components. Note
here that we did not previously define a separate “answer”
component, since an “answer” is inseparable from a “multiple
choice” component; an answer cannot exist without a question,
and a question cannot exist without at least a single answer.
The answer sub-component can contain children (i.e. other
components defined within it), but it does not have to. What
makes this structure even more interesting is the fact that our
system allows instructors to place additional questions within
an “answer” sub-component. We believe that nesting questions
within answers of other questions is particularly significant to
both the learning experience and the personalization element
of this platform.
There are two primary advantages that instructors can
benefit from by utilizing nesting questions:
1) Assessing the effectiveness of instructions. Often,
a student’s answer to a particular question implies a
specific misunderstanding (e.g. the correct answer can
be obtained by applying two stpng, but the answer
provided by the student is the output of only applying
the first step). Since we believe that we know what

Fig. 7: A use-case of using nested questions for assessing the
effectiveness of instructions
the misunderstanding was, instructors can provide a
child (information) component for that specific answer
to explain what the mistake was. Although this can be
done without nesting two questions within each other,
the effectiveness of the explanation provided can only
be gauged by inspecting the answers provided for a following similar question. Figure 7 shows an example of a
lesson (with placeholders) to illustrate this idea. As will
be shown in the next subsection, percentages of correct
answers for each question can be obtained by instructors;
these values can be used to measure the effectiveness of
an attempt to clear students’ misunderstanding.
2) Gaining insights about student misunderstanding.
When one is unable to identify a misunderstanding
based on a particular answer, it would be invaluable to
try to understand how students reached that incorrect
answer, since this information can provide insights into
students’ thought processes. This can be done by also
adding a (nested) question component inside one of the
answers. Figure 8 shows an example of a lesson (with
placeholders) to illustrate this idea.
Because of the importance of creating lessons that exhibit
many levels of depth, we built our platform in such a way
that allows instructors to build lessons with an unlimited
number of nested questions.

Fig. 8: A use-case of using nested questions for gaining
insights about student misunderstanding

collection and analysis in the form of a powerful-yet-simple
Reporting dashboard that captures insight at both the high
and low levels of student learning. The Reporting dashboard
essentially offers, for each lesson, a mirrored view of the
lesson creation interface, except that the editing tools for
each of the lesson’s components are replaced by helpful
Reporting tooltips indicating statistics about the component.
High-level tooltips capture class-1 and lesson-wide metrics
like correct and incorrect ratios, average question response
times, lesson view counts, and a summary of the lesson’s
degree of personalization2 . Low-level tooltips reveal similar
ratio and time metrics on a per-question basis, as well as
helpful breakdowns of the individual personalized learning
paths. It should be noted here that when calculating the
average response times for both per-lesson and per-question
analysis, our platform will automatically exclude outlier
response times to ensure meaningful data is presented in the
Reporting dashboard.
Instructor Summary The highest level of the Reporting
dashboard provides instructors with an interface that enables
them to monitor how effectively they are teaching. Summary
statistics outline the various metrics about the full set of
lessons they have created and the class which has viewed
them. A given instructor is shown an overall lesson view
count accompanied by class-wide averages for metrics like
question response time and correct and incorrect answer
ratios. Instructors can also choose filters to apply to these

D. Reporting
The ability to quickly and easily collect and analyze data
is arguably one of the most valuable elements of any elearning environment. Our platform shines a spotlight on data

1 A class in this context is the group of all students that have taken at least
one lesson created by a given instructor
2 The degree of personalization for a lesson is represented by the lesson’s
depth of nested questions

calculations, such as whether or not to include lessons
currently marked as private, or whether to exclude or only
include lessons about a certain topic. Suggested topic filters
are dynamically provided using automatic keyword parsing
against the lessons.
Ratio Analysis. One of the core metrics that drive the
Reporting dashboard is the ratio of correct and incorrect
answers recorded for a given lesson, or for a given component
within a lesson. At the lesson level, our platform allows
instructors to sort their lessons by their corresponding ratios
of correct and incorrect answers to help them identify lessons
containing material that is more commonly misunderstood. A
lesson with a close-to-perfect correct ratio is one that likely
needs no reinforcement (depending on how large the sample
size is, of course), while a lesson with a correct ratio below
70% or 60% is one whose material likely requires additional
explanation.
The Reporting dashboard allows instructors to dig deeper
by offering, for each lesson, the same basic interface used
for lesson creation, only with each component’s editing tools
replaced by Reporting tooltips containing statistics about the
component. As depicted in Figure 9, an instructor can expand
and walk through a given lesson to see what the correct
and incorrect ratios are for each of the questions that were
asked so that they can identify questions or question categories
requiring additional instruction.
When it comes to questions that are nested within another
question’s answers, this platform’s front-running idea of learning personalization presents itself heavily in this ratio analysis.
As an instructor, viewing these ratios as they become more
nested in the personalization tree3 can provide insight about
how effectively things are being explained. If we take the
nested question structure in Figure 9, we can see that the
first outer question has a low correct ratio, which means
most students chose the incorrect answer. The key here is
that the information component nested in the wrong answer is
acting as the transition to the next question. If that information
component contains a sufficient explanation about what was
asked, the next question which is similar should have a much
higher correct ratio, and indeed, it does. This is how ratio
analysis can be used to validate a specific explanation or
clarification.
To give an example use case of ratio analysis, take
Professor Z, who sees that their lesson on C to MIPS
Assembly Translation has a correct ratio of 90% while a
lesson on Pointer Arithmetic in C has one of 70%. They also
see that both lessons were taken by 20 students. At this point,
Professor Z could identify which question or questions in the
Pointer Arithmetic lesson caused the low ratio. If those were
nested questions, they could analyze the personalized paths to
determine whether or not sufficient clarifications were given.
3 You can think of learning personalization in a tree format; the root is the
beginning of the lesson. Every multiple choice question is a node that splits
into N branches, where N is the number of choices

Fig. 9: Using nested question ratio analysis to validate that
a second clarification is sufficient after a wrong answer is
submitted

If not (i.e. if a clarification was not provided or the second
question after a clarification had the same or lower correct
ratio), they could create a follow-up lesson expanding on that
specific material.
Response Time Analysis. Another big focal point of the
work presented here is that it makes it very easy to provide
ample opportunities throughout each lesson for students to
reflect on material. For every answer submitted by a student
in response to a question, our platform saves the amount of
time that has passed between the question being asked and
the student answering. The lesson-wide average for this metric
provides an indicator of how much time, in general, students
spend reflecting on that lesson’s questions. The Reporting
dashboard offers the ability to easily sort lessons by this metric
to identify those which may require more attention. If this
metric is higher for one lesson than others, that stands as an
indicator that students are spending more time reflecting on
the questions being asked in that lesson than in others. This
could mean that the material is a bit more difficult than that in
other lessons, that more instruction needs to be provided, or
perhaps that the questions generally just require more thought
than those in other lessons.

On a lower level, the Reporting dashboard also offers a
view of per-question response time averages, included in
the aforementioned Reporting tooltips. This view enables the
instructor to identify whether certain questions or question
categories need reinforcement with more instruction within
the lesson or possibly need to be rephrased. Of course, it
is up to the instructor to determine what the response time
threshold should be for a given question, as certain questions
simply require more reflection than others. As an example,
if one question has an average response time of 10 seconds
while another or most others are between 3 and 5 seconds, the
instructor could gauge the report and determine if the question
should be asked differently or perhaps preceded by additional
information components.
III. S URVEY R ESULTS
In the Spring semester of 2020, this platform was deployed
in two sections of an “Introduction to Computer Organization
and Assembly Language Programming” course at the College
of Charleston. The students were provided with a set of lessons
on the platform and were subsequently surveyed about their
overall learning experience during those lessons. The survey
prompted the students to indicate a level of agreement for
each of a series of statements about the platform ranging
from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”. The statements
included in the survey were designed in such a way that
they would produce insight about the platform as it relates
to important elements of personalized learning. First, we ask
about their perceived level of engagement relative to traditional
textbook learning; our platform aims to make the learner feel
connected and in charge of their learning through a learnerdriven lesson format. Second, we ask about their perceived
level of entertainment relative to traditional textbook learning;
one of the key elements to this platform is to provide a playful
and creative way to teach and to learn. Even the seemingly
boring or complex subjects can be better learned if presented
in a fun light. Third, we ask them how personalized they
believe our system to be - the kicker question, as learning
personalization is perhaps the biggest goal behind the platform.
Fourth, we ask them how they perceive the role of frequent
questions in retaining information; the platform’s questioncentric lesson format aims to produce a greater level of retention than is found with traditional text-based formats. Lastly,
we ask them how they perceived the lessons in the context of
reflecting; the proposed lesson format encourages the inclusion
of ample opportunities to reflect on lesson material (via the
semi-frequent pauses, or “blocking” components discussed
previously, or simply Q & A).
The results, as seen in Figure 10, were largely positive.
For each of the statements shown, a majority of the 27
total respondents indicated that they either agreed or strongly
agreed. Since the statement with the largest ratio of disagree
responses references the perception of personalization in the
lessons, it is important to note here that the lessons given
to the respondents did not utilize the full nesting capability

Fig. 10: Results from a student survey about their learning
experience
of the system described in Section II-C; that feature was not
fully implemented at the time the survey was distributed.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
Web-based education platforms that utilize gamified lesson
formats via “student response systems” similar to our platform
have been shown to be effective in improving student learning
[2] as well as in achieving student outcomes outlined by
ABET4 criteria for accrediting engineering programs under a
continuous improvement model [3].
Also, existing e-learning solutions ThoTh Lab [4] and
Pathway [5] integrate elements of personalization (our platform’s primary target) for the purpose of creating studentspecific learning paths and have produced positive outcomes in
Computer Science and Engineering such as improved student
engagement and better student understanding of material.
Moreover, a platform built at the University of Ruse [6]
provides doctoral students with personalized learning paths
supplemented with personal reporting to facilitate autonomous
intellectual conclusions.
Shifting specifically to lesson creation and management
features, existing learning management systems like Moodle
4 Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, Inc. is a nonprofit
organization that handles university accrediation in the domains of applied
and natural science, engineering, computing and technology

and Brightspace [7], while heavyweight in comparison to our
current platform, provide similar mechanisms for managing
online lessons. However, what these systems definitely have
in scope, third-party integrations and global reach, they lack
in a simplicity and an allowance for creative freedom. Moodle
documentation, for example, states that in order to create
a lesson, it is required that you have a clear idea of what
your lesson should look like before you start, and it even
recommends having a notepad on hand to keep track of the
lesson’s complexity [8]. Moreover, neither Brightspace [9] nor
Moodle offer a simple component-drag-and-drop interface for
creating nesting-based personalizable lessons.
V. C ONCLUSION & F UTURE W ORK
The platform described in this paper is a freely available
e-learning solution to be used not only as a supplemental
teaching tool for traditional instructor-student learning, but
as a teaching tool for anyone who wishes to teach, and as
a learning tool for anyone who wishes to learn. From the
platform itself, “We invite you to teach others what you know whether that’s age old fettuccine recipes or the ins and outs of
astronomy, or something in between, is completely up to you.”
The primary purpose of this platform manifests in its simple,
nesting-based mechanism for developing highly personalized
and engaging lessons. The depth of nesting, or the degree of
personalization, applied to a lesson is determined fully by the
lesson creator. In return, the platform transfers control over
the lesson’s path to the student, facilitating varying degrees
of autonomous learning which has been shown to be highly
positively correlated with life-long learning5 [10].
An easy-to-use toolkit of different component types allows
one to take a creative, LEGO-like approach to building lessons;
this aligns with [11] where it is discussed that utilizing creative
teaching strategies has a profound positive effect on student
learning. The available toolkit makes it possible to teach
students by engaging them in what is more of a choice-driven
game than a lecture, which channels the benefit of gamified
education discussed in [12].
The platform’s Reporting dashboard provides instructors
with a window through which they can view statistics about
their collective lesson set, their individual lessons, and each
lesson’s individual components. The dashboard provides clear
insight regarding what students are understanding and what
they are not, as well as well as insight about the instructor’s
own teaching strategies down to whether or not specific
explanations are sufficient for clarifying muddy waters.
Our plans for future development on the platform are
geared primarily toward lesson creation and planning. With
our current system, all lessons created are independent from
each other and there is no way to establish any order or
dependency among them apart from directing students in the
lessons themselves to finish prerequisite lessons beforehand.
Of course, if fundamentals are skipped, students are less
5 Lifelong learning is voiced in a person’s self-motivated an ongoing pursuit
of knowledge

likely to do well on more complex material, resulting in lessthan-ideal lesson reports. We aim to integrate a higher-level
organization structure for grouping lessons into lesson series
accompanied by the option to require ordered lesson viewing
to account for these dependencies. We also aim to create a
collaborative lesson building mechanism for instructors that
wish to work together on creating lessons without having to
share account details.
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